
KalimatX
create arabic text for non-arabic applikations on Mac

Top designers are well acquainted with Kalimat; Layout Ltd's top-selling Arabic-based software 
solution, which allows you to use Arabic with all Macintosh illustration and photo retouching 
programs, such as Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator, Macromedia Flash, CorelDraw, or any 
other image-editing program on the Macintosh platform. This Arabic utility has become a hit, 
installed on the machine of almost every Macintosh designer in the region. KalimatX remains the 
top-selling Arabic desktop publishing software with more than 8000 installations in the Arab 
world alone.

If you need to insert Arabic into your design, KalimatX is the best Arabic software solution for 
you. KalimatX makes it simple to add the Arabic language to your designs, including 
advertisements, brochures, catalogs and more. With this Arabic software, the end result is a 
creation of stunning effects, with no need for an Arabic operating system or Arabic language kit.

Graphic Designers simply type and edit text in KalimatX and export it to non-Arabic applications. 
KalimatX is the perfect Arabic desktop publishing tool for creating superlative and professional 
publications that include the Arabic language. With 22 beautifully designed Arabic fonts, 
designers have complete control over their creations.
KalimatX opens up self-publishing opportunities in Arabic for the novice as well, including 
students, freelancers, and home-based professionals.

KalimatX is designed for use under Mac OS X.

Features & Benefits

Type and edit Arabic language text and export it to non-Arabic applications, such as Adobe 
Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator, CorelDraw, and more...
Import Arabic-font text from Macintosh or Windows Platforms
Export selected text only or multi-line Arabic paragraphs to non-Arabic applications
Exporting Arabic text either as ASCII or Unicode (UTF-16) format
KalimatX runs with the latest illustration and photo-retouching applications such as Adobe 
IllustratorCS and PhotoshopCS, Macromedia Flash MX 2004, and many others...
Paste Arabic language text from a Windows Arabic System into KalimatX
Use palettes and measurement units to resize windows for easy text export

Category
Software

Theme
Design/Layout
Text

Related Products
Arabic XT
Al-Rassam Al-Arabi

Developer
Layout Ltd
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Download
KalimatX 5.0
Operating System 
Mac OS:
X 10.5, X 10.6, X 10.7
Software 
Software 
Requirements:
None
Language
English

Product Type
Demoversion (available 
in download area)

Delivery Form
digital

Status
Product available

Price (Full Version)
145,- € net
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